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New Titles for Children and Young People
Alexander, Lloyd. The Cat Who Wished to Be a Man. Dutton, 1973. 107p. $4.95.
When his cat Lionel begged to be turned into a man for just a little while, the
R old magician relented, but exacted a promise that Lionel would return home without
5-6 delay. Alas, neither foresaw that Lionel (a Billy Budd among thieves) would fall
in love, would resent and fight against injustice, would rid the town of Brightford
of its mercenary mayor. Nor did they know that the magician's spell-making would
break down and Lionel remain a man. The plot is not highly original in basic concept
(innocent strength overcoming entrenched and malefic interests) save for the cat-
into-man twist, but the style, the humor, the play on words, the rumbustious charac-
ters, and the pace of the action are delightful.
Allen, Samuel, ed. Poems from Africa; illus. by Romare Bearden. T. Y. Crowell, 1973.
205p. $4.50.
"Poetry," says Samuel Allen in his excellent preface, "is one of the best roads
R to understanding," and in this impressive compilation of African poetry he proves
7- it. The book includes poems from oral tradition, love songs and poems that celebrate
the Creator, poems that speak of love, death, and war. In both these poems and
those of our time there is a vein of lusty humor: "Keep it dark! / Don't tell your
wife / For your wife is a log / That is smouldering surely!" says a sage of the
Zezuru. The section of poems from the oral tradition is followed by sections geo-
graphically rather than chronologically divided, and among these are lyric poems,
social commentary, poems that sharply etch the confrontation between black and
white in Africa and in other countries. Some of the selections are tender or reverent;
many are bitter; all are strong and evocative. This is an outstanding addition to
the publisher's series of poetry books, useful for its sociological implications as
well as for the discriminating choices of poems. A section of biographical notes
on the poets is appended, as are title, first line, poet, and translator indexes.
Arthur, Ruth M. The Autumn People; illus. by Margery Gill. Atheneum, 1973. 166p. $5.50.
Why, Romilly wonders, did the great-grandmother for whom she had been named
Ad so hate the Scottish island home of her youth that she never went back? On her
6-8 own visit to Karasay Island, Romilly discovers a skeleton that is the answer to
the mystery of the first Romilly, or "Millie," whose story has been told separately
in an earlier part of the book. The writing style is smooth and the characters have
substance, but the intricacies of plot-threads and time-change (the present Romilly
meets some of the Autumn People of the Past) are not quite convincing.
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Asch, Frank. In the Eye of the Teddy. Harper, 1973. 44p. illus. Trade ed. $3.95; Library
ed. $3.79 net.
A developing trend of the last several years has been the wordless picture book,
M a form that is most successful when it tells a story so clearly by its illustrations
3-5 that a small child can follow the story line. Here there is no story line; a toy bear's
yrs. eyes are shown, growing larger on each of several pages-then a naked boy (or
is it a doll?) moves down, bit by bit, on successive pages while a Rube Goldbergian
contraption moves up-both move off the page, there are eyes again, and the book
ends with a boy on whose lap the teddy bear sits. Graphically sophisticated, the
oddness may intrigue children at first glance, but this promises little enduring appeal.
Averill, Esther Holden. Jenny and the Cat Club; A Collection of Favorite Stories about
Jenny Linsky; written and illus. by Esther Averill. Harper, 1973. 158p. Trade ed.
$4.95; Library ed. $4.43 net.
Five old favorites are brought together in a collection of stories about Jenny
R Linsky, the little black cat who overcame her shyness and joined that organization
K-2 of the elite of feline society, the Cat Club. The gentle heroine and the ingenuous
dialogue are as charming as ever, and Jenny's small adventures have a timeless
appeal.
Benedict, Rex. Goodbye to the Purple Sage. Pantheon Books, 1973. 120p. $4.50.
A broad spoof of stories that glamorize the Old West is told in double-dyed ver-
Ad nacular. Rootin', tootin' Sagebrush Sheridan I, a sheriff who lives by the Code
5-8 of the West, goes off on his final glorious effort to round up the baddies, never
noticing that the huge posse he has commandeered is not riding behind him. (Typical
of the exaggeration: he rides all over West Texas, changes mounts, gallops off
again-all without noticing.) His only companion is Sagebrush Sheridan III, age
fourteen, who tells the story. The chase goes on... and on... and on, with occasional
confrontations with the desperadoes, a visit from Ringo the Gringo (yes, he has a
guitar) a band of Apaches and the Comanches they send for, et cetera. Everybody
drips with sentiment about the good old days and The Code. While it is fun, it is also
very long-drawn, like a good joke that is spoiled by too much elaboration.
Branley, Franklyn Mansfield. Pieces of Another World; The Story of Moon Rocks; illus.
by Herbert Danska. T. Y. Crowell, 1972. 58p. $4.50.
A description of the collecting, examining, and analysis of the rocks and soil
R gathered on the moon by the astronauts of Apollo 11 is-as Branley books are
5-8 wont to be-well written and organized, authoritative and meticulously careful in
distinguishing fact from theory. It is illustrated with good photographs, some mag-
nified. While general readers may be interested in the findings, it is to the budding
geologist or astronomer that the book should have most appeal; it is nevertheless
clear that interpretation of scientific findings will require and contribute to many
disciplines. A list of books suggested for further reading and an index are appended.
Butterworth, Oliver. The Narrow Passage; illus. by Erik Blegvad. Atlantic-Little, Brown,
1973. 166p. $5.75.
Invited to join an expedition by Dr. Ziemer (of The Enormous Egg), Nate Twitch-
Ad ell goes off to France and the little town of Les Eyzie. Nate makes friends with
4-6 a local boy, and together he and Nicol make an astounding find: in a remote cave
they have stumbled into while exploring on their own, they meet a caveman. At
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least he looks like one, acts like one, lives like one. But when their discovery
is reported, the boys find that the authorities of the expedition are dubious. The
pictures the boys have taken show no cave paintings, the expedition leaders think
it is either the boys' imagination or a hoax. But Nate believes. The friendship
between the two boys affords some lively cross-cultural dialogue, the setting is
interesting and the writing style smooth-flowing, but the pace of the story is uneven
and it has only a moderate amount of humor to mitigate the inertia when the pace
lags.
Carlisle, Madelyn. Find Out About Glass. Reilly & Lee, 1972. 40p. illus. $4.95.
This is an overview rather than a thorough exploration of the subject; photographs
Ad on almost every page of an oversize book accompany a minimal amount of text
4-6 for each picture. The first part of the text gives facts about how glass is made,
in a slight treatment of the topic, and the succeeding pages point out the many
uses of glass, each form (windows, bottles, light bulbs, safety glass, etc.) being
discussed separately. The brevity of treatment limits the usefulness of the book,
but the straightforward text, combined with photographs of good quality, serves
adequately as an introduction. The last topic is recycling, in a typical three-page
coverage in which the print fills only half a page. A one-page glossary and a one-page
index are appended.
Chetin, Helen. Perihan's Promise, Turkish Relatives and the Dirty Old Imam; illus. by Beth
and Joe Krush. Houghton, 1973. 140p. $3.95.
What Perihan has promised her father is that she will keep a journal during her
Ad visit to his family in Turkey; she has been living with her American mother and
6-8 her stepfather and his children, and has not been happy. She can stay as long as
she wants, and she thinks perhaps that will be forever. Perihan's account of Turkish
village life and its familial and communal patterns is brisk and funny; both her
appreciation of the warmth and tradition and her increased perspective (resulting
in a decision to go back to the States) are believable, but the information-via-diary
is somewhat obtrusive, and the book is weakened by Perihan's rather gushy asides.
Cleary, Beverly. Socks; illus. by Beatrice Darwin. Morrow, 1973. 156p. Trade ed. $4.25;
Library ed. $3.94 net.
You think cats don't have dethronement problems? Beverly Cleary can convince
R you they do, in a new-baby story told from the cat's viewpoint although not told
4-6 by the cat. Socks had been a beloved and pampered pet until his rival came along;
first it was no-more-lap and then it was being ignored and then underfed and then
(when all Socks had done was give a gentle nip as a hunger signal) being turned
out of the-house. When Socks does finally reclaim his position as a member of
the inner circle, he becomes adjusted to the baby in a hilarious true-to-life episode
that achieves the Ultimate Goal, a new friend who always wants to play and snuggle.
Not being child-centered, this may have a smaller audience than earlier Cleary
books, but it is written with the same easy grace, the same felicitous humor and
sharply observant eye.
Clifford, Mary Louise. Bisha of Burundi; illus. by Trevor Stubley. T. Y. Crowell, 1973.
140p. $4.50.
Bisha's story is one of the many set in contemporary Africa in which there is
Ad conflict between the old and the new. A prize scholar in a school run by Belgian
6-9 nuns, Bisha is of marriageable age; she yearns to go on with her education and
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become a teacher; her parents arrange a marriage of convenience with an older
man (a widower with three children) in hopes that the relationship will give Bisha's
father the status of headman of the district. Bisha pleads; her father is sympathetic,
her mother obdurate. A high-born Tutsi girl does not work. They are not aware
that their daughter also hopes to marry Thomas Rwamoro, who shares Bisha's
dream of helping their new country become more literate. The characters are con-
vincing and the story makes the cultural patterns and the traditional dignity of the
Tutsi vivid, but the plot is patterned and the ending-the widower publicly insults
Bisha's grandfather and she springs to his defense, paving the way for her announce-
ment that she is going to break the engagement and leave home to study on the
scholarship she has won-a trifle pat.
Clymer, Eleanor (Lowenton). Santiago's Silver Mine; illus. by Ingrid Fetz. Atheneum, 1973.
74p. $4.25.
Santiago and his friend Andreas live in a Mexican village where there is an aban-
R doned silver mine. The boys' families are poor, so they take on any small jobs
3-5 they can to help. Andreas is sure that old Jose, the caretaker at the mine, is conceal-
ing the fact that there is still silver there. It might be a way to get rich, Santiago
thinks, and then Papa won't have to go to Mexico City to look for work. The
boys do find a treasure, but it consists of artifacts rather than silver, and the find
(realistically pointed out by an adult) leads to an archeological dig that provides
a job for Santiago. The story is told convincingly in first person, it is imbued with
the boy's pride in Mexico and given warmth by familial love and Santiago's friend-
ship with Andreas, and it moves at a brisk pace.
Colby, Constance Taber. A Skunk in the House. Lippincott, 1973. 144p. illus. $4.95.
While books about wild animals as family pets have a perennial appeal to the
Ad animal lover, this may be limited by the fact that there are actually few of the
7- humorous or quasi-humorous anecdotes that usually are the backbone of books in
this genre. The author's writing style is excellent: light and affectionate; never sen-
timentalizing about "Secret," the independent little skunk of the story, Mrs. Colby
describes the trials of her family in adjusting to the implacable routine established
by him. There are several photographs, but few show the attractive Secret fully
and clearly.
Davis, Mary. Careers in a Medical Center; illus. by Milton J. Blumenfeld. Lerner, 1973.
32p. $3.95.
One of a series of books designed for early career orientation, this alternates
M full-page pictures in color with a page of text, each pair of pages devoted to one
4-5 job in a field. While the book serves as an introduction to the spectrum of jobs
in a medical center, it gives a minimal amount of information about each. It is
weakened (as are most of the other books in the series) by the assigning of all
major jobs to men; the doctor, his assistant, the physical therapist, the administrator,
the x-ray technician. The women are nurses, lab technicians, secretaries, clerks,
and receptionists.
De Paola, Tomie. Nana Upstairs and Nana Downstairs; written and illus. by Tomie de
Paola. Putnam, 1973. 28p. $3.95.
This is one of the best of the several stories for very young children that shows
R the love between a child and a grandparent, and pictures the child's adjustment
K-3 to death. Like Lundgren's Matt's Grandfather, this stresses the affinity between
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the very young and the very old; unlike any of the other stories, it includes a great-
grandmother as well as a grandmother. Small Tommy calls his ninety-four-year-old
grandmother "Nana Upstairs" because she is bedridden; downstairs her daughter
is busily keeping house, she's "Nana Downstairs." When great-grandmother dies,
Tommy learns about death and, years later, he is better prepared when Nana Down-
stairs dies in her old age. The book gives a tender-but not overly sentimental-pic-
ture of the child's relationships with his grandmothers, the quiet tone given relief
by touches of humor-as when Tommy sees his older grandmother tied into a chair
to enjoy a rare time of being out of bed, and he wants to be tied in, too. "So
every Sunday ... Nana Downstairs would come up the back stairway and tie Nana
Upstairs and Tommy in their chairs, and then they would eat their candy and talk."
Dickson, Gordon R. Alien Art. Dutton, 1973. 162p. $4.95.
A novel of the future takes place on a planet where the inhabitants are about
Ad to vote on a planetary mortgage that will speed technology and ravish the wilderness
6-9 as Earth has been despoiled. The hero, a woodsman, plans to sell a statue made
by an otter, Charlie, and his financier is a tough young businesswoman, Mattie.
Charlie insists on going back to the city with Cary and Mattie, and they are hampered
en route by men who feel that the statue will, if shown, cause the countryfolk
to defeat the mortgage vote. Charlie is wounded by one of them, dies, and Mattie
is so moved by the whole experience and by Cary's manliness that she succumbs
(echoes of The African Queen have sounded throughout the long trek) to the save-
the-planet cause. The statue is exhibited, and the story ends with victory for the
conservationists. There are important issues implicit in the book, but they almost
cloud the story, which moves at an uneven pace despite the fact that the story
line is vigorous; the weakest aspect of the book is the depiction of its protagonist:
Cary is almost a caricature of the strong, taciturn, resourceful pioneer.
Distad, Audree. Dakota Sons; illus. by Tony Chen. Harper, 1972. 159p. Trade ed..$4.50;
Library ed. $4.11 net.
It was going to be a crummy vacation, Tad knew, since his best friend Bobby
R had just moved away. Then he saw a boy his age in the local store, Ronnie White
4-6 Cloud his name was, and he was from the Indian School. Ronnie was proud of
his heritage and Tad learned a great deal about the Sioux from him, but Tad's
mother was oddly unfriendly. Could Ronnie stay over? "Well, I don't know. We'll
see." But Bobby had always stayed over. Although this is primarily a pleasant
story about friendship, it exposes very deftly the covert prejudice of the kind Tad's
mother shows as well as the outright bias of Bobby when he learns of the friendship,
or the "Doesn't pay to be chummy with Indians," of Bobby's father. The dialogue
is natural, the characters not drawn in great depth but nicely limned, the plot well-
paced.
Dobrin, Arnold. Josephine's 'magination; written and illus. by Arnold Dobrin. Four Winds,
1973. 48p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.92 net.
The story of a Haitian child is illustrated with handsome pictures, alternately
Ad in black and white and in clear, vivid colors, that capture the charm of the setting.
K-2 Josephine, who longs for a real doll instead of the flower dolls she has been playing
with, goes regularly with her mother to the market where she sells homemade
brooms. Here Josephine meets a man who sells small straw animals and tells the
child that he just used his 'magination to make them. Does she have a
" 'magination," Josephine wonders? When she concocts some small doll-brooms
that sell like hotcakes, Josephine knows she does. The story is slow-moving but
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it has the satisfaction of a wish granted and the pleasure of achievement; it is written
in a rather sedate, low-keyed style.
Elting, Mary. Helicopters at Work; by Mary Elting and Judith Steigler; illus. by Ursula
Koering. Harvey House, 1972. 96p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
Although one chapter is devoted to a description of early and contemporary
R helicopter models, most of the text describes the mechanics of the helicopter in
3-6 rescue missions, industrial services, pest control, firefighting, and other operations.
As special uses are described, the features of helicopter construction, mobility,
and equipment emerge, a sensible way of relating form and operation to function
in a real situation. The text is crisp, varied, and informative; an index is appended.
Epstein, Samuel. Hold Everything; by Sam and Beryl Epstein; illus. by Tomie de Paola.
Holiday House, 1973. 28p. $4.25.
What holds things together? Glue, thread, pins, staples, rivets, heat, etc. The
Ad cartoon-like pictures illustrate the text clearly and have an ingenuous appeal, and
2-3 the concept of the book is intriguing. The text is written simply, with statements
and questions that are intended to lead the reader to closer investigation, "If you
wanted to build a doghouse, would you use staples to hold the pieces of wood
together? No, you would probably use nails or screws. Do you know the difference
between them?" The text goes on to, explain that difference; few of the topics
are given this much attention, most being very brief. The book is weakened some-
what by the fact that the last few pages move to an area so different that it is
jarring: people are held together by friendship, words are held together by the word
"and." These are both unlike the major part of the book and unlike each other,
and are given short shrift.
Fisk, Nicholas. Trillions. Pantheon Books, 1973. 158p. $4.95.
At first people in Harbortown West were delighted with the glittering, many-
Ad faceted colored bits that were like tiny jewels and that had mysteriously appeared
6-8 lying about in their community. But more came. And still more, and the "Trillions"
proved able to group into imitative constructions of almost any form. Thirteen-
year-old Scott felt they were teachable; the military commander, who appeared
when Trillions were reported all over the world as a potential menace, and regimented
the life of the town, felt that they were an invading enemy from outer space. While
the penultimate episode, in which Scott-who has established communication with
the Trillions-projects himself into a telecommunicative "visit" to the Trillions'
home planet-speaks to their Masters, is out of the mood of the story, the pitting
of logic and reason against animosity and violence are effective. The style is good,
the treatment smooth, the concept fresh, the conclusion and solution a bit anticlimac-
tic but adequate.
Flanders, Michael. Captain Noah and His Floating Zoo; illus. by Harold King. Bobbs-
Merrill, 1973. 31p. $5.95.
Any fans of the comedy team of Flanders and Swann will recognize the swinging,
R lilting rhythm and the deft rhyming of their lyrics in Captain Noah. First published
K-3 in England, this illustrated version of the song has the same sophisticated humor
in pictures as in text: "All marsupials and mammals/ Such as wallabies and camels/
Snakes and centipedes, a pair of every one/ They got stuck with one giraffe/ Till
they found his better half/ Then from antelope to zebra it was done." It almost
sings itself. The story of Noah and the ark cleaves fairly closely to the Biblical
version, and the sprightly verse is a pleasure to read aloud.
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Folsom, Franklin. Red Power on the Rio Grande; The Native American Revolution of
1680; illus. by J. D. Roybal. Follett, 1973. 144p. $5.95.
A history of the Pueblo Revolution of 1680, slightly and ably fictionalized, gives
R the Indian point of view. Since all of the records are Spanish and events have
7-10 usually been heretofore seen from the conquerors' position, this-the author
states-is a reinterpretation based on knowledge of the Pueblo culture and ethos,
an attempt to single out a neglected hero, Pope, an effort to compensate for the
biased accounts of the past. Folsom succeeds; the text makes a convincing case
for a people whose way of life was disrupted, who were persecuted for observing
their own religion and forced to work at hard labor, who had to pay taxes to a
detested victor, and who finally made a desperate attempt to salvage their own
way of life under the leadership of the Tewa medicine man, Pope. Although the
revolution was successful, it was not permanent-but the people who were recon-
quered by the Spanish when they returned were stronger in defense of their rights
because of the revolution. The writing style is solid and occasionally stolid, but
the drama of the events carries the book, and the representation of the Indian view-
point is welcome. A pronunciation guide, a list of source materials, and an index
are appended.
Gans, Roma. Millions and Millions of Crystals; illus. by Giulio Maestro. T. Y. Crowell,
1973. 33p. $3.75.
One of the editors of this distinguished series of science books for primary grades
R readers, Roma Gans is a specialist in childhood education; she introduces the topic
2-3 of crystalline structure in a text that is simply and logically constructed and is care-
fully gauged for the very young independent reader. The book describes some famil-
iar crystals, explains how the grouping of atoms produces the regular structure
of crystals and gives examples of how these groupings vary from crystal to crystal.
Very easy to read, very difficult to write, very deft.
Hall, Lynn. To Catch a Tartar; illus. by Joseph Cellini. Follett, 1973. 94p. $4.95.
A dog story set in Scotland is slow-moving and, although competently written
M overall, is weakened by a shift in focus in the middle of the story and by several
3-5 attributions of the power of thinking to the dog: for example, "He had a sense
of being off-center, somehow, of being far to the left of where he belonged." The
Tartar is picked up, an abandoned and ugly pup, by a poor sheepherder and he
is later taken off and abandoned again when he inadvertently injures the man's
daughter. There is a long sequence in which the homeless Tartar is a vagrant;
then he is picked up by a sullen, maladjusted boy of twelve-and here the focus
shifts from the Tartar's viewpoint to that of the boy, although the dog's view is
pointed out again. The boy teaches the dog to work and be useful, the dog helps
the boy in his general attitude and behavior. The book is on the sentimental side,
and staid in its plot; characterization is minimal.
Harker, Ronald. Digging Up the Bible Lands. See Magnusson.
Harris, Dorothy Joan. The House Mouse; illus. by Barbara Cooney. Warne, 1973. 48p.
$2.95.
Deft pictures in clear colors illustrate a gentle story that is sweet without being
Ad sugary, about an imaginative period in a small boy's life. Given a dollhouse by
K-2 his older sister, four-year-old Jonathan discovers that a small mouse spends the
nights there and enjoys the cookies that Jonathan has been leaving in his pretend-
games. All through the winter, Jonathan and the House Mouse have conversations
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about the ways of mice and men; in the spring the lure of a football makes the
boy forgetful, and he sleeps through the night. The House Mouse is miffed at being
left no cookies-and then, somehow, they can no longer speak to each other. The
mouse moves outdoors for the summer and the dollhouse is put in the basement;
Jonathan wonders if the mouse will come there next autumn-and he trots off happily
to play football. Some of the nostalgic quality may appeal more to adult readers-aloud
than to children, but the directness of the writing style, the humor of the dialogue,
and the coziness of the mouse-boy relationship are engaging.
Hirsh, Marilyn. Ben Goes Into Business; written and illus. by Marilyn Hirsh. Holiday House,
1973. 28p. $4.95.
Busy, vigorous illustrations that show the manifold attractions of Coney Island
Ad add interest to the story of a fruitful day for an immigrant boy at the turn of the
3-4 century. Ben, oldest of eight children, had heard that he could buy all-day suckers
for a penny each and sell them for twice that. He walked to Coney Island and
had earned twenty-eight cents when he had another profitable idea: he suggested
to a tightrope artist that he might eat the pancakes the man was making, to prove
to the crowd that they were real. Outcome: free lunch, promise of employment
every Sunday, and a ride home. While the focus is narrow, the period setting and
the rewarded initiative are appealing, the writing style is adequate, and the book
gives a clear, if brief, picture of living conditions of urban immigrant families.
Hodges, Margaret, ad. Persephone and the Springtime; illus. by Arvis Stewart. Little, 1973.
32p. $5.75.
A retelling of the story of Demeter and Persephone is illustrated with pictures
Ad that have vitality but seem overly busy with detail. The writing style is sedate;
4-6 this has neither the poetic cadence of the text of Proddow's Demeter and Persephone
nor the beauty of its illustrations by Barbara Cooney. Here the focus is not on
the anguished goddess Demeter hunting the daughter who has disappeared, taken
as a captive bride to Pluto's underworld kingdom, but on Persephone. The book
explains the legend of the spring season adequately, but it is not a distinguished
retelling.
Hoover, H. M. Children of Morrow. Four Winds, 1973. 192p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library
ed. $4.46 net.
A science fiction story combines two themes common to the genre: the isolated
R culture of a future in which the people have gone back to primitive ways after
5-8 a worldwide catastrophe, and telecommunication. The children of tomorrow are
Tia and Rabbit, both telepathic, both reviled in their tribe for their "difference."
Their lives threatened, the children are saved, when they run away, by telepathic
guidance from the delegates of another, very sophisticated community. The text
moves adeptly from one setting to the other, most of it devoted to the description
of the children's flight to the coast, followed and harassed by their tribesmen, who
are bent on murder. Good construction of plot, well-sustained pace and suspense.
James, T. G. H. The Archeology of Ancient Egypt. See Magnusson.
Kaufman, Mervyn D. Jesse Owens; illus. by Larry Johnson. T. Y. Crowell, 1973. 33p.
Trade ed. $3.75; Library ed. $4.25 net.
A biography of the great track star, written in direct and simple style, gives good
coverage of his career and an adequate balance of personal information. Coming
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from the poverty of an Alabama farm, the Owens family found that life in Cleveland
R was not much easier; Jesse and the others had to take every part-time job they
2-4 could to make ends meet. Thin and frail, Jesse was spotted by the junior high
track coach as a potential star, and (as Owens has pointed out in his biography)
the boy's career really began with the encouragement and help given by Coach
Riley. The text describes Owens' work for brotherhood especially with young
black people as well as his spectacular prowess in college and in the 1936 Olympics.
Kent, Jack. Mrs. Mooley; written and illus. by Jack Kent. Golden Press, 1973. 32p. (Golden
Books). Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $4.40 net.
An oversize book with cartoon-style pictures tells the story of a cow who, seeing
Ad pictures of the cow jumping over the moon in a Mother Goose book, decides
3-5 that-with a little practice-she can do the same. As the news passes along the
yrs. barnyard grapevine, the other animals are convulsed with laughter. But as the moon
is sinking low on the horizon, the cow leaps-and to the impressed audience it
is clear that their own remarkable Mrs. Mooley the cow has indeed jumped over
the moon. The slight plot stretches a situation joke to some lengths, but the pictures
have vitality, the animal subjects will appeal, and young children can enjoy the
satisfaction of understanding how the animals were fooled.
Kotzwinkle, William. The Supreme, Superb, Exalted and Delightful, One and Only Magic
Building; woodcuts by Joe Servello. Farrar, 1973. 36p. $5.95.
Handsome woodcuts in red, black, and gold illustrate the story of an eastern
Ad potentate and a humble carpenter. The Emperor had drawn plans for the most
4-5 magnificent Magic Building, and he himself screened the workmen who applied
for the honor of participating in construction. The old carpenter was sneered at;
the Emperor called him a "decrepit old ruin," and permitted him to do only menial
tasks. But the old carpenter's work was slow and perfect, even his hut outshone
the other workers' shacks, and when a fire demolished the finished Magic Building
and all the other huts, the carpenter's perfect small hut glowed with many magical
lights; in a rainbow behind the lovely building, the gods danced. And the priests
bowed to the old man, for they realized that his was the truly Supreme, Superb
.. .Building. The tale is nicely told and the message of a reward earned by unap-
preciated careful craftsman is clear; what doesn't quite mesh is the very human
story and the fantasy ending, although the splendor of the final illustrations almost
brings the two together.
Kraus, Robert. Big Brother. Parents' Magazine, 1973. 28p. illus. Trade ed. $3.95; Library
ed. $3.78 net.
Cartoon-style figures, little ornamentation, plenty of white space, and a brief sen-
R tence on each page are combined in an engaging book for the preschool child; the
3-5 problem of relative size and status has often been explored in picture books, but
yrs. not often with such simplicity and humor. Little Brother, a dejected young rabbit,
is bewailing his fate. "He'll always be bigger than I am! And older. I can never
catch up! Never! Never! Never! I'll always be the little brother." To make things
worse, his mother's in the hospital. But then mother comes home, and she has
a baby. The clouds part, the sun shines: now he'll be a big brother!
Kraus, Robert. Poor Mister Splinterfitz! illus. by Robert Byrd. Dutton, 1973. 30p. $2.95.
Save for the beginning: "Poor Mister Splinterfitz gets a splinter wherever he sits
-Poor Mister Splinterfitz," and the last two pages, on which the words "Eureka!"
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and "THE END (of splinters)" appear, this is without text. It consists of a series
NR of situations and places in which Mr. Splinterfitz sits down and jumps up frantically
4-6 clutching his rear. The little humor in the repeated event is dull slapstick, what
yrs. minimal appeal the book has resting in the oddity of the procession of places Mr.
Splinterfitz sits: the back of a camel, the hump of a spouting whale, a balloon basket,
and various seats at a circus, a band concert, a restaurant, et cetera. The "Eureka!"
is for the persistent man's idea, when he comes home, of standing on his head.
Langstaff, John M. Shimmy Shimmy Coke-Ca-Pop! A Collection of City Children's Street
Games and Rhymes; by John Langstaff and Carol Langstaff; photographs by Don
MacSorley. Doubleday, 1973. 95p. $4.95.
Good action photographs add to the appeal of a book that includes the games,
R songs, rhymes, and chants most familiar to urban children. The text is divided
2-5 into sections on jump rope games, tag games, clapping games, ball bouncing rhymes,
et cetera. As variants of one kind of folk material, the rhymes should be of interest
to adults; as a guide to no-cost recreational play, it should be of use to adults
and children. Musical notation is included for singing games.
Langton, Jane. The Boyhood of Grace Jones; illus. by Emily Arnold McCully. Harper,
1972. 210p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
A sequel to Her Majesty, Grace Jones (reviewed in the May, 1961 issue under
R the original title, The Majesty of Grace), this has all the ebullience of the earlier
4-6 story. Grace is now in Junior High School, yearning to be a boy so that she can
have the adventurous life she doesn't expect as a girl (the time is post-Depression
Era) and smitten by a forceful, athletic older girl. She achieves her goal of being
chosen Best All-around Girl but becomes disenchanted with her heroine's envy
and transfers her affection to the orchestra conductor (he calls her "Captain Bligh");
she becomes a poetry-lover and writer, and she does everything with zest and imagi-
nation. The characters and dialogue are sturdy, the writing style breezy, the period
details colorful.
Levy, Elizabeth. Something Queer Is Going On; illus. by Mordicai Gerstein. Delacorte,
1973. 48p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.58 net.
This gives promise of being a boundary-breaker, a story about girls that boys
R will read-it's too much fun to miss. Jill's languid basset hound is missing, and
2-4 she and her friend Gwen ring doorbells looking for Fletcher. One man, a producer
of television commercials, says he hasn't seen Fletcher before they show him the
identifying picture, so the sleuths are soon in hot pursuit. It works-Fletcher has
been stolen ("borrowed," the embarrassed Mr. Fernbach says) for a dog food com-
mercial in an effort to avoid paying for his use. Pay is offered, Fletcher lies limp
and docile, the payment is used for a tremendous neighborhood party. Bonuses:
light, breezy style; deduction by girlpower; understanding working mother who takes
a day off to help track Fernbach; contrast of frenzied hunt and indolent dog; the
cartoon-style illustrations, which extract every bit of possible humor from the situa-
tion.
Limburg, Peter R. Watch Out, It's Poison Ivy! photographs by the author; illus. by Haris
Petie. Messner, 1973. 95p. Trade ed. $5.50; Library ed. $5.29 net.
A very useful book, this serves both as an identification source and as a compila-
tion of information about recognizing symptoms and treating poison ivy. The text
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stresses safety measures in both treatment of poisoning and in eradicating the plant,
R and warns repeatedly of the necessity of getting professional attention if the case
4-6 is severe or the poison is near a victim's eyes. There is also discussion of other
plants that are harmless but resemble poison ivy and of poison oak and poison
sumac, with both text and pictures giving details that enable the reader to recognize
each plant. A glossary and an index are appended.
Lloyd, Norris. The Village That Allah Forgot; A Story of Modern Tunisia; illus. by Ed.
Piechocki. Hastings House, 1973. 128p. $4.95.
A story set in Tunisia, showing the conflict and compromise that occur when
Ad the villagers of a small, newly-independent country must find a way of life that
4-6 permits progress yet retains the traditional pattern. The protagonist is eleven-
year-old Ali, whose father's death has made him aware that he must support his
mother and sister; he knows he can do more if he has an education; he knows
that there will be no schoolhouse until there is a road to the village. That's the
rub; in their "forgotten village" who will help them get a road? Ali's role in the
solution is partial and believable, and while the story has a rather obtrusive amount
of information about national affairs in the guise of conversation, it is introduced
with some deftness, so that the story line and the basic problem are cohesively
meshed. Characterization is adequate, the dialogue very good, the writing style
and construction competent.
McNamara, Louise. Andy and Benny Catch a Thief; illus. by Tom Dunnington. Childrens
Press, 1973. 31p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $3.38 net.
While this story of two black boys is useful as added material for beginning inde-
NR pendent readers, it is otherwise weak, both in the construction of the story and
1-2 in the writing style. Even within the limitations imposed by the reading ability of
first grade readers, this has a stilted quality that writers like Bonsall and Lexau
avoid, and the abrupt change of tense (and back again, after one sentence) is in
one instance jarring. The boys are poking about, see a box in the back of a station
wagon, climb in and open it (!) and find money. Trapped when the driver returns
(he's just robbed a store and presumably has left the money in the car in plain
sight and unlocked, and gone off on some errand) they are driven somewhere, are
seen when they get out, are chased; they hide in a convenient empty carton, spy
a convenient police car, and the thief is captured by the policeman (who is, unrealisti-
cally, alone in the car). The policemen takes the boys home, tells their mothers
what they have done, and each mother says proudly that that's her boy. End of
story.
Magnusson, Magnus. Introducing Archaeology; illus. by Martin Simmons. Walck, 1973.
127p. $8.95; Paperback ed. $4.95.
Harker, Ronald. Digging Up the Bible Lands; illus. by Martin Simmons. Walck, 1973. 126p.
$8.95; Paperback ed. $4.95.
James, T. G. H. The Archaeology of Ancient Egypt; illus. by Rosemonde Nairac. Walck,
1973. 144p. $8.95; Paperback ed. $4.95.
Introducing Archaeology is both an introduction to archeology, and an excellent
R one, and the introductory volume in a series; it covers in brief what such other
6- volumes as The Archaeology of Ancient Egypt by T. G. H. James and Digging
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Up Bible Lands by Ronald Harker treat extensively. All of these titles adhere to
the same high standard: vigorous style, interesting details, objective viewpoint, good
organization, and handsome illustrations. Each volume includes a reading list and
a bibliography. This series does not displace the standard books on archeology,
but it is worthy of being added to any collection, since it approaches the subject
with fresh enthusiasm and-for a series in which each book has a different author--
maintains a remarkably high level of literary quality.
Mahy, Margaret. The Man Whose Mother Was a Pirate; illus. by Brian Froud. Atheneum,
1973. 26p. $6.25.
Collage illustrations are, like the text, rather sophisticated for the picture book
M format of a story that depends on concepts rather than action for its appeal, the
3-4 only humor being in the idea of the mother of a timid adult male as an ex-pirate.
Deciding she needs to see the sea again, Mother has her son inform his employer
that he is taking leave; trundling Mother in a wheelbarrow, the "little man" begins
his journey. He is discouraged by the comments of those he meets en route, but
when he sees the free, fresh immensity of water he sheds his sober clothes, kicks
up his heels, and agrees to ship as cabin boy (Mother is to be bo'sun) on a vessel.
No message except do-your-own-thing, with both the concepts and the vocabulary
in conflict with format, and with the slightest of plots.
Mann, Peggy. My Dad Lives in a Downtown Hotel; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Doubleday,
1973. 92p. $4.50.
Joey tells the story of his adjustment to parental separation and a planned divorce.
Ad His parents have had a bitter quarrel, and Dad's walked out; Joey at first thinks
4-5 it's his fault, then he hopes to lure Dad home, then he realizes that the situation
is permanent. In the end, Joey gets some solace from a friend who tells him how
many other homes he knows are fatherless. The treatment is moderate and realistic,
the writing style competent, but the story line is hackneyed and the change in Joey's
attitude, at the close of the story, too sudden to be convincing.
Meriwether, Louise. Don't Ride the Bus on Monday; the Rosa Parks Story; illus. by David
Scott Brown. Prentice-Hall, 1973. 30p. $4.95.
Although Rosa Parks' role in the civil rights struggle has been described many
R times, there have been few accounts for younger children that have given any more
3-5 information about her than her role in the Montgomery bus boycott. Well-written,
this is useful not only because it gives a fuller picture about Rosa Parks but because
it exemplifies the quiet courage of many black citizens and because it dramatizes
by terse understatement the bitter experience of discrimination that black children
have suffered.
Merriam, Eve. Out Loud; designed by Harriet Sherman. Atheneum, 1973. 50p. illus. $4.95.
If a young reader were to get nothing else from Eve Merriam's poetry, it would
R be worth reading and rereading for the way in which words are relished: her writing
5-9 sparkles with freshets and cascades of words used for meaning orjust for the pleasure
of their sound. In this new collection there is more, however: bright imagery, fresh
ideas, humor, and-while there is some lyricism-a stress on here and now.
Meyer, Carolyn. Saw, Hammer and Paint; Woodworking and Finishing for Beginners; illus.
by Toni Martignoni. Morrow, 1973. 127p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.59 net.
This is everything a "How-to" book ought to be: logically organized, explicit,
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progressing from easy to difficult projects in nice gradation, simple enough to be
R used by younger children with some help, dignified enough for adults-and useful.
6- The author describes materials and how to use them, discusses tools and includes
helpful hints on what kinds to purchase, and repeatedly gives reminders about safety
and about working neatly. The projects are sensible, too. The second part of the
book is devoted to finishing procedures: stains, oils, paints, putty, ways to mend
damaged spots, how to paint and decorate, sanding, et cetera; it, too, includes
advice on selecting materials and tips on using them to best advantage.
Polland, Madeleine A. Daughter of the Sea. Doubleday, 1973. 176p. $4.50.
A fantasy in double time, with the contemporary Sarah and Miklos transformed
NR to Saran and Mikolai, and the time-shifts often abrupt. Sarah is grieving over her
7-9 parents' death, guilty because she has suggested the route on which there was a
fatal accident, and missing Miklos in their year of separation. Saran is rescued
by Mikolai and taken to his home in ancient Crete, where she helps foment rebellion
against invaders. While the Cretan story has some interesting material about that
civilization, the plot is labored and intricate, the writing is often awkward (especially
the occasional jarringly modern phrase in the Cretan portion) and the characters
are drawn with little depth.
Ray, Jo Anne. Careers with a Television Station; photographs by Milton J. Blumenfeld.
Lerner, 1973. 32p. $3.95.
Like the Davis book (reviewed above) this serves as an introduction to the range
M of jobs in the field. It gives no less information than Careers in a Medical Center
3-5 but the small amount it gives seems often inadequate since the situation is a less
familiar one than the medical setting. The paucity of women is even more remarkable
here; save for one female in the background of one photograph, none are pictured
as working in the capacity of performers, floor director, TV director, continuity
director, news reporter, film processing technician, film editor, or others.
Ricciuti, Edward R. The American Alligator; Its Life in the Wild; illus. with photographs.
Harper, 1972. 71p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
Good photographs of alligators and swampland add to the value of an informative
R survey of this unique reptile; the text describes the evolution of the species from
5-7 the Triassic Period, describes the ecology of its environment, discusses the decima-
tion of the American alligator and the laws that helped replenish the stock, and
gives facts about nest-building, eating habits, and the digging of water holes that
are so important to the whole wetlands community in time of drought. The material
is well organized, the writing measured and direct. A list of books suggested for
further reading and an index are appended.
Rieger, Shay. Gargoyles, Monsters and Other Beasts. Lothrop, 1972. 62p. $4.95.
A compilation of photographs of sculptured art objects, with captions that identify
Ad media used, is divided into such areas as "Things with Wings," "Crawlers and
3-6 Creepers," "Dragons and Other Mythical Beasts," or "Of Men and Beasts." Some
of the pictures show Chinese, pre-Columbian, or occidental treasures; most, how-
ever, are either examples of the author's work or of children's. While fairly interest-
ing to browse through, the book certainly is neither comprehensive nor instructive
save for the possibility that it may stimulate readers to try making their own
grotesque figures of clay.
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Rudolph, Marguerita. Today Is Not My Birthday; pictures by Linda Strauss Edwards.
McGraw-Hill, 1973. 30p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.83 net.
Sulky and quarrelsome, Henry is feeling left out because it is his brother's birth-
M day. His parents are busy, he isn't getting attention (not the kind he wants, anyway)
K-2 and he carries his resentment to the party. Henry is rude to a guest, taken off
by father; he cheers up when he is asked to help, but retreats in tears when he
spills food. Alone in his room, he carefully prints the message of the title; praise
from his parents and his brother cheer him up. While the story is capably written
and deals with a familiar situation and one that is important in a child's experience,
it is weak in the ending-both because the solace Henry feels seems not warranted
and because it is anticlimactic as a literary device.
Shecter, Ben. Stone House Stories; written and illus. by Ben Shecter. Harper, 1973. 48p.
Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
Four animal stories are illustrated with quietly engaging drawings that reflect the
Ad cozy mood of the text. In one tale, an owl holds a barn sale, reluctantly giving
K-2 up a clock and later finding it when it has passed through a chain of owners; in
another two friends (Rabbit and Chicken) have a semantic squabble, in the third,
Muskrat and Woodchuck try to outwit each other and come out even. In the fourth
and least effective of the tales, Porcupine leaves his mother to find a better place
to paint undisturbed, finally finds one, becomes successful, and is visited by mother,
who brings a bowl of soup and says she likes his paintings. He says he likes her
soup. These stories don't have the charm of Lobel's brief tales for the same audi-
ence, but they have an easy warmth and simplicity that is appealing and the humor
of the dialogue-at times flippant-adds a welcome note of tartness.
Simon, Seymour. The Rock-Hound's Book; illus. by Tony Chen. Viking, 1973. 80p. $5.95.
An excellent book for the beginning collector or the reader who is being introduced
R to the subject;of rocks. The text gives basic information about the kinds of rocks
4-6 and the minerals in them, describes the qualities that identify kinds of minerals,
rocks, and gems, and includes tables that help in identification. The suggestions
for where to hunt for rocks and how to collect them include safety warnings and
comments on cooperation; an index, a bibliography, and a list of sources for materials
are appended.
Simon, Seymour. A Tree on Your Street; illus. by Betty Fraser. Holiday House, 1973.
43p. $3.95.
The process approach to learning is used in a capably illustrated book that suggests
Ad ways of observation chiefly by the use of questions ("Do you know the name of
2-4 the group of trees to which your special tree belongs? Look at your tree carefully.
What is the color of the bark?") and the text gives information on making leaf-
rubbings and casts of bark. The writing is simple and direct, encouraging the reader
to compare and classify as well as to care for trees; the book is weakened, however,
by the fact that it covers so much material that the treatment of facets of'the subject
is diffuse.
Southall, Ivan. Benson Boy; illus. by Ingrid Fetz. Macmillan, 1973. 137p. $4.95.
Ivan Southall is at his best in a story like this: a dramatic setting, a tense situation,
R only a few characters, and a child who calls on unexpected courage and resourceful-
5-7 ness to cope with a problem. Here the child is Perry Benson, who is wakened
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late on a stormy night and told by his father that Mum must go to the hospital
immediately to have her baby. Tripping over Perry's toy, Dad falls, hits his head
on a stone and lies unconscious; it is Perry who must pull Dad to shelter and who
must go for help to the nearest neighbor, dour Mr. Morgan with whom Dad has
had a relationship of deep hostility. The story's span is the one night, but it encom-
passes problem, conflict, and resolution most deftly constructed and the sometimes-
staccato Southall dialogue is just right in the situation. Believable and exciting.
Starkey, Marion L. The Visionary Girls; Witchcraft in Salem Village. Little, 1973. 176p.
$5.50.
An adroitly fictionalized, dramatic account of the creeping hysteria that began
R with a group of young girls in Salem Village in 1692 and spread until there were
6-10 hundreds of accused witches, some of whom were sentenced to death, many of
whom were imprisoned. The author has chosen the youngest of the visionary girls,
Ann Putnam, as the protagonist; sincerely believing all she "saw," the child vision-
ary suffered from doubt and guilt in the years after the witch hunt ended, and
only after a public confession did Ann Putnam feel she could live in peace in
the congregation. The characterization is sharp and sensitive, and evidence of the
author's research is clear in the details of historical events; while there are other
accounts of the witch hunting in Salem and in other parts of Massachusetts, few
of them show so clearly the factors that influenced the girls and the community.
Stone, A. Harris. Biology Project Puzzlers; by A. Harris Stone and Robert J. Stein; illus.
by David Lindroth. Prentice-Hall, 1973. 64p. $4.50.
While this, like Stone's other books, incorporates the process approach, it lacks
Ad the unity of those earlier books. The projects are diverse, with only two pages
4-7 accorded each, in a format that combines a page of background, a few leading
questions, and-as a running foot-a series of words or phrases that are not defined
but meant to lead to exploration. For example, the first project concerns plant
reproduction and differentiation of parts; at the bottom of the page carrying the
background information are the words, "cell differentiation, specificity, undif-
ferentiated, regeneration," and on the facing page are three questions about what
happens if you put a leaf in soil or in water, with specific plants suggested. While
more diffuse in treatment than the projects require, the book may certainly stimulate
interest, and the lengthy preface, which distinguishes between an experiment and
a project, discusses experimental methods, encourages free research, and notes the
symbol for safety warnings, is excellent.
Tunis, Edwin. The Tavern at the Ferry; illus. by Edwin Tunis. T. Y. Crowell, 1973. 109 p.
$6.95.
As all Tunis books are, this is profusely illustrated with pictures that give, in
R their meticulous detail, authoritative information about clothing, buildings, weapons,
4-7 vehicles, and other artifacts of the period. And they are handsome both because
of their precision and because of the restraint with which the artist used black,
white, and shades of grey. The text describes a New Jersey ferry and tavern belonging
to a Quaker family; in following the changes in the family and in the property,
the author used both text and illustrations to give information about the Colonial
way of life. The pace is stately through most of the book, but excitement is added
in the final pages, in which the events preceding the Battle of Trenton, an'd the
battle itself are described. Useful for social studies, fascinating for the history buff
or the reader interested in Americana, well organized and written, this is a handsome
book with minor reference use. An index is appended.
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Werth, Kurt. Molly and the Giant; by Kurt Werth and Mabel Watts; illus. by Kurt Werth.
Parents' Magazine, 1973. 46p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.78 net.
The story, a variant of the English "Molly Whuppie," of a brave colleen is told
Ad in folk tale style, with enough of the brogue and cadence to add color to the dialogue;
3-4 the illustrations are vigorous and colorful. Sent away from their poor home by a
loving father who hoped that his daughters would do better in the wide world,
Molly and her two shy older sisters went forth and stumbled into the lair of a
giant. Shrewd Molly outwitted the giant, and they ran off to the king's castle; im-
pressed by Molly, the king set her three tasks-each time she robbed the giant, one
sister received a prince as husband. The "mission impossible" theme, the traditional
three tasks and three siblings, the royal spouse won by a commoner-all these
are common in folklore; it is not often, however, that the aggressive role is taken
by the female who is both wise and brave, and the passive role by the handsome
prince. This lacks some of the vigor of earlier versions used for storytelling.
Wildsmith, Brian. The Little Wood Duck. Watts, 1973. 29p. illus. $5.95.
Like other Wildsmith books, this is distinguished for brilliant use of color and
Ad the combination of abstract and representational details. The story is a variant on
2-4 a familiar theme: a young animal has a nonconforming behavior trait that is disap-
yrs. proved, but later he wins approbation because the despised trait proves to be useful.
Here the youngest of six ducklings is jeered at because he can swim only in a
circle, not in a straight line; when his circling makes a predacious fox dizzy and
(presumably) saves the lives of all the ducklings, the youngest has praise heaped
upon him. A story like this isn't to be taken too seriously, of course, yet the pattern
has its hazards: should the "different" duck-or child-be accepted only when
his difference has utility?
Wojciechowska, Maia. Winter Tales from Poland; illus. by Laszlo Kubinyi. Doubleday,
1973. 65p. $4.95.
Eight tales of mixed origins are included in a collection that is uneven in fidelity
M to the genre, although the stories are adequately told. Some, like "How a Tailor
4-6 Became a King," and "Seven Black Crows," have a folk quality; others, like "The
Time of the Ugly" and "The Angel," have none. "The Freak," for example,
is about a baby born with the face and mind of a wise old man whose pleas for
rationality and recognition are ignored; war comes, the "baby" asks, "Must there
always be killing? Isn't it time that a stop be put to such insanity?" Then he is
killed by a bullet and, the story ends, the village is burned to the ground and never
rebuilt.
Wolde, Gunilla. Tommy and Sarah Dress Up. Houghton, 1972. 24p. illus. $1.65.
A very simple story for young children is appropriately concerned with a familiar
Ad activity; both the text and the illustrations are spare and uncluttered. The pictures
2-4 are without background details, the text describes how two children, playing in
yrs. an attic, put on each item of clothing, giggling at each other. They play imaginatively,
decide they are too hot, take off the old clothes; no longer in adult roles, they
are Tommy and Sarah again. Slight, but satisfying both in the rightness for the
audience and in the fact that there are no assignments of stereotypical boy or girl
roles: they both (as dressed-up ladies) do housework, they both are Indian chiefs.
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